
Robusta Street lamps for African applications



Robusta street lamps in short
* Robusta series concept designed and tested + approved in Sweden 

* Power range from 3000 Lumen to 35000 Lumen (18W to 200W) 

* Highest efficiency by a special combination of led emitter and led driver 

* Efficiency up to 180 Lumen / W of complete lamp (+230 Lumen out of Led) 

* L70 Lifetime of led emitter of over 300 000 hours 

* MIL spec LED driver with over 300 K-Hours MTBF 

* Grid operation with best efficiency and life time 

* Solar power operation with an extra 

   solar panel and special battery 

*  10 years warranty 

* Key reliability components not from China 

* Aluminum casting from China or local producer 

* Lens system in BK 7 glass for best characteristics



Street lamps have 1-4 led eyes  
with optics to get a coverage  

from 3000 Lumen to 35 000 Lumen

Very special design for led emitter and its 
cooling makes efficiency better than other 

lamps and at same time cool operation 
gives much better life time. Up to 230 

Lumen / W in efficiency give more light 
intensity to less electrical efficiency

Led driver have over voltage 
protection to lighting and large 

variations in the grid 
Led driver is intelligent and easy 

programmable. 
Internal clock reduce power at 
deep night hours when none 

is out in streets. 
Light switch start and stop lamp 
automatically on some models

Robusta lamp design



Solar energy option of Robusta street lamps

Key for a good reliability is the battery 
Most lamps use simple Lithium  

cells with 2-3 years life time. 
We have one model with special cells 
with typical 10 years proven life time 
We have a state of the art model with 

15-20 years life time of the battery  
Lamps design it self is designed  

for 30 years life cycle

Solar panel is the key for charging 
and here are thin film or mono 

 crystalline panels the best. 
We use larger panels than normal 

to get charging reliable even  
in cloudy areas

Hybride power solutions combine 
solar panels with wind power 
They are used in the critical  
applications in demanding 

sun limited areas

+ 60 C operation



Layout of a lamp assembly plant for 5000 + lamps / month 

Sunnytek offers license production of our lamp program 
We deliver a complete factory + start up helps and a licence agreement


